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1. Introduction 

The European Union (EU) and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan have signed a Financing Agreement to 

support a 6 year (2015-2021) Sindh Union Council and Community Economic Strengthening Support 

(SUCCESS) programme, aiming to reduce poverty in eight districts of Sindh. The SUCCESS programme 

will be implemented by the Rural Support Programmes Network (RSPN) and three of its member RSPs, 

Sindh Rural Support Organisation (SRSO), Thardeep Rural Development Programme (TRDP), and 

National Rural Support Programme (NRSP). 

The Sindh Union Council Community Economic Support and Strengthening (SUCCESS) programme is a 

community-driven development initiative implemented by NRSP, SRSO, TRDP and RSPN in eight 

districts of the Sindh province of Pakistan. The six years long project is funded by the European Union.  

SUCCESS programme focuses on mobilisation and organisation of women in the rural areas of the eight 

target districts in Sindh, with the aim of enabling the communities to help themselves to get out of poverty, 

through active participation in the decision making processes at the local levels. The programme 

expected results and brief about the partners is given at Annex - I. 

This document outlines the communication strategy and plan, starting with the communication objectives, 

followed by objectives of communication strategy, approach and activities plan. 

2.  Objectives of the communication strategy 

The communication strategy has the following key objectives: 

a. Raise awareness among all stakeholders (development policy makers, development 

practitioners, development partners including donors, NGOs and community institutions, 

academia and media)  about SUCCESS programme’s  objectives, activities   

b. Produce and use knowledge and evidence from the SUCCESS programme to improve 

programme performance and influence the development policy particularly the Sindh Local 

Development Policy.  

c. Optimise the communication tools and approaches used in the SUCCESS programme to improve 

the identity and visibility of EU and the RSPs through the SUCCESS programme.  

3. Approach  

The strategy will make use of various communication methodologies and tools as agreed with EU in the 

signed grant agreement and proposal. The key approached will include: 

a. Promote the culture of evidence based learning and advocacy to facilitate the proposed Sindh 

government budgeted rural development policy.  

b. Create awareness and visibility of the SUCCESS programme using publications, communication 

and advocacy events, radio, print and social media 

c. Foster partnership for knowledge sharing and learning through organising joint 

communication/dissemination events. 

d. Promote regional cooperation with neighbouring countries through organising experience sharing 

and learning visits to community-driven local development work has been appreciated and scaled 

up by their respective government.  
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4. Communication and outreach activities  

The following key activities as agreed in the EU grant agreement will be undertaken: 

i. SUCCESS programme launching workshop: The workshop will serve the purpose of informing 

key stakeholders about the key interventions of the SUCCESS programme and mobilise their 

support for future collaboration, create synergies and avoid duplication of efforts. This workshop 

will be attended by government authorities at provincial and district level, donors, national and 

international NGOs working in Sindh. 

ii. Advocacy and dissemination workshops with government and other stakeholders: This activity is 

important to gain the trust and confidence of government authorities, donors and other 

stakeholders for scale up of community driven development. Two workshops will be organised 

each year where beneficiaries and experts from development sectors and the RSPs will be 

invited to share their experiences and learning in community-driven development. These events 

will ensure that policy makers and the development sector community is aware of the 

programme’s approach and key successes for potential scale-up.  

iii. Showcase of SUCCESS programme at cultural events: Cultural events are getting a lot of 

popularity in Pakistan especially in Sindh. These events provide an excellent opportunity for 

visibility and to showcase the work undertaken by the rural communities of Sindh under 

SUCCESS programme. RSPN will map out all the key cultural events that are celebrated at 

National and provincial level (Sindh) and will coordinate with the organisers of the events for 

setting up of SUCCESS programme stall. RSPN with the support from the implementing RSPs 

will also invite the key community activist to attend these events and provide information to 

visitors about the initiatives undertaken by community under SUCCESS programme for bringing 

an improvement in lives of the rural poor.  

iv. Collaboration for conferences (Urban-rural linkages and cross cutting issues): For this purpose, 

RSPN will collaborate with different organisation - for celebration of various events or organising 

the conferences. This will for example, include annual conferences on Population, Health, 

Sanitation, Nutrition, Women, and urban and rural linkages. These events will provide the 

opportunities to highlight the work being undertaken by the rural communities under SUCCESS 

programme on critical issues. In addition, these events will also serve the purpose to learn from 

other organisations and incorporate the new learnings in program interventions for improvement 

in social sector related indicators.  SUCCESS programme data and research studies will provide 

diversified evidence about the community-driven initiatives for the rural development. This 

evidence will be disseminated at these conferences. 

v. Regional and national experience sharing and learning visits of RSPs/RSPN, government staff 

and community resource persons: Regional visits are planned for government officials, RSPN 

and RSPs’ staff to visit successful community-driven development programmes in India, 

Afghanistan and Tajikistan. National visits are for RSPN and RSP staff, as well as for community 

leaders to the programme areas of other RSPs in Pakistan. 

vi. The RSP approach of social mobilisation is derived from the first Pakistan’s RSP- Aga Khan 

Rural Support Programme (AKRSP) in Gilgit, Baltistan and Chitral. The concept was taken to 

Tajikistan in the 1990s and embraced by the Mountain Societies Development Support 

Programme (MSDSP) of the Aga Khan Foundation (AKF). In 1994 the RSP approach was piloted 

in India under UNDP’s South Asia Poverty Alleviation Programme (SAPAP), through the Society 

for Elimination of Rural Poverty (SERP). SERP was later scaled up by the Government of India 

under its National Rural Livelihoods Mission (NRLM), one of the largest poverty reduction 
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programmes in the World. In Afghanistan, the National Solidarity Programme (NSP) was built on 

principles espoused by the late Dr Akhtar Hamid Khan and AKRSP. In South and Central Asia 

then, there is clear demonstration of the replicability of the model, and active, established 

programmes to observe. So that the SUCCESS programme may benefit from this region-wide 

resource, RSPN proposes that RSPN and RSP staff and GoS officials visit and learn from such 

programmes. Within Pakistan, community institutions’ leaders and Community Resource Persons 

(CRPs) will visit other regions where RSPs are working with communities. RSPN would 

coordinate these “experience sharing and learning visits/exposure visits” to India, 

Afghanistan and Tajikistan, as well as within Pakistan.  

An exposure visit by RSPN/RSP staff to SERP and NRLM, for example, would allow them to 

directly observe the work of women in Andhra Pradesh and learn from their experiences as active 

leaders of community institutions and managers of Community Investment Funds, of their grass 

roots communities and networking with local government. Visiting government officers could 

engage with and understand the benefits of sustained government support to social mobilisation. 

In the case of in-country exposure visits there would be two types; first, the national visits would 

be for CRPs and female Social Organisers from the RSPs. The second would include RSP/RSPN 

staff and GoS officials and politicians, especially from the Sindh Planning and Development 

Department and from district level. The proposed actions here are pertinent for evidence based 

advocacy and will feed into the development of the proposed Sindh Government proposed rural 

development policy and help support in scale up of CDD approaches within country and beyond.  

vii. Annual RSPs Strategy retreat: RSPN will organise RSPs strategy retreat on annual basis. This 

event will be attended by the senior management of RSPs, EU officials and other donors, 

representatives from federal and provincial and LSOs representatives.  At this event the 

SUCCESS programme implementing RSPs, other RSPs and LSOs will share their experiences in 

programme implementation that will provide strategic guidance to all RSPs for replication of 

common approach and standardisation in programme implementation. This event will also serve 

the purpose of highlighting the valuable investment that EU is making through RSPN and RSPs in 

KPK, Sindh and Balochistan for rural development. This event will also provide opportunities to 

other donors to learn about the RSPs social mobilisation approach and develop their interest to 

support this approach or develop synergies between EU supported programmes for RSPs  and 

their own on-going programmes 

viii. Video Documentaries: on different aspects of the programme, which can be screened at various 

programme events, and placed on websites, social media pages by RSPN, EU, Government of 

Sindh, and RSPs. Four documentaries have been budgeted, one each year. The ideal length of 

the documentaries will be around 30 minutes. The documentaries will be produced in Urdu, with 

English/Sindhi subtitles. Bi-annual newsletter on the SUCCESS programme: featuring key 

achievements, progress, success stories and other relevant information on the programme. The 

newsletter will be both electronic and in print form, and will serve as a knowledge 

resource/advocacy tools which can be distributed to stakeholders and shared online. 500 

newsletters will be produced each quarter, in English and Sindhi, and disseminated to all major 

stakeholders, including EU, Government of Sindh, RSPs, selected academia and the community 

organisations.  

ix. Media campaign: RSPN will facilitate the appearance of key experts on the programme (from 

RSPN/RSPs) and beneficiaries on talk shows hosted by FM radio channels. The experts and 

beneficiaries will share their experiences and advocate for a scale-up of such interventions. Also 

key messages about the programme interventions will be disseminated to local communities.   

RSPN will also invite journalists to travel to the project districts to see the activities first-hand and 
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interact with beneficiaries directly and write articles in newspapers. A brief situation analysis of 

media landscape is given at Annex II. 

x. Documentation of LSO initiatives: RSPN will document the work LSOs in its LSO Initiatives Series 

in order to showcase the work these organisations are doing on their own, for their people. Some 

of the initiatives will be focused on LSOs advocating with the government for funds, creating 

social accountability for local governments, streamlining the management of local natural 

resources and strengthening local school and health systems. These LSO initiative will be both 

electronic and in print form, and will serve as an advocacy tools which can be distributed to 

stakeholders and shared online. Publication of RSPN’s annual report highlighting the SUCCESS 

programme: The annual report of RSPN will highlight the work of RSPN with special focus on 

SUCCESS programme and also serve the purpose of financial transparency 

xi. Publication of Quarterly RSP’s Social Mobilisation Outreach: The RSPs social mobilisation 

outreach will feature key achievements, progress, success stories and other relevant information 

on the RSPs programmes and show their nationwide outreach. The newsletter will be both in 

electronic and print form, and will serve as knowledge resource/advocacy tools which can be 

distributed to stakeholders and shared online. 

xii. Development and maintenance of SUCCESS website: Awareness and visibility will also be 

created among national and international audiences through a dedicated website and social 

media page on facebook for the SUCCESS programme. Programme updates, photographs, 

success stories, documentaries, news features etc. will be shared on a regular basis on these 

platforms as well as on the EU's. In addition, RSPN will develop info graphics and factoids which 

synthesise the evidence and findings from the programme’s research and knowledge 

management component, displaying them in a visual format that can be easily understood and 

widely shared. Updates on the project which may be created by the Sindh RSPs (in print or 

electronic form) will also be posted on the SUCCESS’s website and Facebook page by RSPN 

and shared with EU to update on their media platforms. A twitter handle has also been developed 

for the programme, and flicker account will also be maintained to share high quality photographs. 

Printing and distribution of Visibility Items: Visibility items marking the name of programme and 

logo of EU will be used in different dissemination events. These items will include folders, pens, 

posters, note pads, photograph, etc.  

xiii. Publication of Research Reports/papers/policy briefs: research reports, academic papers in 

international peer review journals and policy briefs targeting different types of audience will be 

published to share the findings and recommendations of the research. This is also considered a 

sustainable way of sharing knowledge and contributes to the knowledge base in CDD. 

xiv. Final dissemination workshop: This workshop will focus on showcasing achievements of the 

SUCCESS programme and its key partners. RSPN will organise this workshop at Karachi in last 

quarter of the programme. Government officials from Federal, Provincial P&D departments, 

provincial local and rural development ministries, officials from donors, National and International 

NGOs, District level government departments engaged in programme implementation, RSPs 

SUCCESS staff and LSOs’ representative will attend this meetings. This event will serve the 

purpose that policy makers, donor community and NGOs are aware of the program achievements 

and show their willingness to sustain their support within Sindh and scale up of the same 

approach in other provinces of Pakistan. 
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5. Branding and Identity 

Being a long term unique initiative, RSPN plans to create and promote a unique identity of the 

SUCCESS programme. A creatively designed and comprehensive style-guideline is being 

developed for the programme, including easy-to-use and catchy logo, and other relevant details. 

The logo will exhibit, explain and symbolize the social and cultural context of Sindh, while also 

reflecting the programme objectives and the philosophy of community-driven-development of 

RSPN and EU. The SUCCESS logo, along with the EU logo and logos of implementing partners 

and the Government of Sindh will be used across all programme documents and other products, 

online, print, and television/documentaries. This will not only create identity of the programme but 

also create a sense of ownership among the local communities and stakeholders. The SUCCESS 

style-guideline will form a major part of this strategy document.  

6. Communication Activities Plan 

The overall communication plan for the programme period (2015-2021) with annual targets is 

given in Table 1. The plan also briefly identifies the target audience, responsible person to 

implement each activity and identifies the visibility tools to be used for each activity. The plan is 

developed on the basis of the approved grant agreement between EU and RSPN and analysis of 

avail communication channels /communication mix given in Annex – III. The overall year wise 

targets are tentative and subject to change based on annual review of the plan.  
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TABLE 1: RSPN SUCCESS COMMUNICATION PLAN (OCTOBER 2015-SEPTEMBER 2021) 

S.# Activity Unit Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 
All 

Years 
Audience Responsibilities  Visibility Tools 

1 Publications                       

1.01 

Documentation of 
LSO initiatives 
(e.g., Self-help, 
Rights Based 
Initiatives, Youth 
Development, 
Linkages with Govt, 
etc.) 

Document  12      12      12      12      12      12      72     

Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia   

 Azizi & Noor  

Printed and 
digital copies, 
website, social 
media, Email  

1.02 
Quarterly RSPs 
Social Mobilization 
Outreach 

Document    4        4        4        4        4        4      24     

Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media    

 Habib & Noor   

Printed and 
digital copies, 
website, social 
media, Email  

1.03 

RSPN annual 
report highlighting 
SUCCESS 
programme 

Document    1        1        1        1        1        5      10     

Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media    

 Habib & Noor  

Printed and 
digital copies, 
website, social 
media, Email  

1.04 
Bi annual 
SUCCESS 
Newsletter 

Document    1        1        1        1        1        5      10     

Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia 

 Noor  

Printed and 
digital copies, 
website, social 
media, Email  

1.05 
Programme 
Implementation 
Manual 

Document    1                  1     

 Staff, Donor, 
Government, 
Community, 
Partners   

 Azizi & Noor  
Printed and 
digital copies  
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S.# Activity Unit Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 
All 

Years 
Audience Responsibilities  Visibility Tools 

1.06 
Community 
Awareness Toolkit / 
IEC material  

Document    1                  1     

 Programme 
Staff, Donor, 
Government, 
Community, 
Partners  

  
Printed and 
digital copies  

1.07 

Printing of visibility 
items (e.g. folders, 
pens, note pads, 
photograph etc.) 

Item set    1        1        1        1        1        1        6     

Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Media, 
Communities  

 Noor & Farhana  

Training 
sessions, 
conferences, 
seminars, 
press 
conferences, 
field visits 

1.08 
Research/policy 
briefs 

Document    1        1        1        1        1        1        6     

Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media    

 Dr. Cheema & Noor  

Hard and soft 
copies for 
dissemination 
at conferences, 
seminars, 
workshops, 
festivals  

1.09 
Annual Evaluation 
Report of RSPN 
Component 

Document    1                  1     

Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media    

 PM & Noor  

Hard and soft 
copies for 
dissemination 
at conferences, 
seminars, 
workshops, 
festivals  

1.1 
Annual Report on 
common 
programme KPIs 

Document    1                  1     

Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media    

 PM & Noor  

 Hard and soft 
copies for 
dissemination 
at conferences, 
seminars, 
workshops, 
festivals  

1.11 
Thematic studies 
on different themes 
of the programme 

Document   -          1        1        1        1        1        5     

Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 

 Dr. Cheema & Noor  

 Hard and soft 
copies for 
dissemination 
at conferences, 
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S.# Activity Unit Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 
All 

Years 
Audience Responsibilities  Visibility Tools 

Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media    

seminars, 
workshops, 
festivals, 
newspaper op-
eds, blogs   

1.12 
Final research 
report and research 
paper 

Document   -                  1        1     

Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media    

 Dr. Cheema & Noor  

Hard and soft 
copies for 
Conferences, 
seminars, 
workshops, 
Festivals, 
Media Interview  

2 Media Outreach                       

2.01 
SUCCESS 
Facebook page 

Web page    1                  1     

Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media, 
Masses     

 Noor  

Website, 
Publications, 
Banners, 
Visibility Items 

2.02 SUCCESS Website  Web site    1                  1     

Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media, 
Masses     

 Noor  

Websites, 
Publications, 
Banners, 
Visibility Items   

2.03 

Documentaries on 
SUCCESS 
Programme 
interventions 

Video   -          1        1        1        1          4     

Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media, 
Masses     

 Noor  

Posters, 
Banners, DVD, 
Website, Social 
Media, Press 
Release   
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S.# Activity Unit Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 
All 

Years 
Audience Responsibilities  Visibility Tools 

2.04 
Media Campaign 
Radio 

Radio Show    1        1        1        1        1          5     

 Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media, 
Masses     

 Noor  

Banner, 
Folders, Pen, 
Publications, 
Documentaries, 
Social media 
postings, Press 
Release  

2.05 

Media Campaign 
Print (media visit 
and publication of 
article) 

Article    2        2        2        2        2        2      12     

 Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media, 
Masses     

 Noor  

Photographs, 
Social Media 
posts, Blogs, 
Press Release, 
Articles, TV 
reports  

3. Workshops and Conferences  

3.01 
RSPN SUCCESS 
Staff Orientation 
Workshop 

Event    1                  1        PM  

 Banners, 
Folders, Pens, 
Publications, 
Social Media 

3.02 
SUCCESS 
programme 
launching workshop  

Event    1                  1        PM  

Banners, 
Folders, Pens, 
Publications, 
Social Media, 
Website, Press 
Release 

3.03 

Collaboration for 
conferences on 
cross cutting issues 
e.g., Population, 
Health, Sanitation, 
Women etc. 

Event    4        4        4        4        4        4      24        Fazal & Noor  

Banners, 
Folders, Pens, 
Publications, 
Documentaries, 
Photographs, 
Press Release  
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S.# Activity Unit Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 
All 

Years 
Audience Responsibilities  Visibility Tools 

3.04 

Organize RSPs 
strategic support 
group meetings 
(SMRT, GRG, 
M&E, SSRG, 
FACT) for lessons 
learnt and 
standardization. (2 
meetings / year / 
group) 

Event  10      10      10      10      10      10      60     
Programme 
staff  

 Head of each 
component & Noor  

Banners, 
Folders, Pens, 
Publications, 
Social Media, 
Website 

3.05 

Collaboration with 
Akhtar Hameed 
Khan Resource 
Centre and 
Shehersaaz for 
conference on 
Rural Urban 
Linkages 

Event    1                  1        Fazal & Noor  

Banners, 
Folders, Pens, 
Publications, 
Social Media, 
Website, Press 
Release  

3.06 

Programme 
Inception Workshop 
with key 
stakeholders 
(RSPs, EU and 
P&D - GoS)  

Event    1                  1         

Banners, 
Folders, Pens, 
Publications, 
Social Media, 
Website 

3.07 

Advocacy 
Workshops with 
government and 
other stakeholders 

Event   -          2        2        2        2        2      10     

 Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media, 
Masses     

 Fazal & Noor  

Banners, 
Folders, Pens, 
Publications, 
Social Media, 
Website, Press 
Release  

3.08 

Showcase of 
SUCCESS 
programme 
interventions at 
national and local 
cultural events, i.e. 

Event   -          2        2        2        2        2      10     

 Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 

 Fazal & Noor  

Banners, 
Folders, Pens, 
Publications, 
Social Media, 
Website Press 
Release  
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S.# Activity Unit Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 
All 

Years 
Audience Responsibilities  Visibility Tools 

Lok Virsa, Sindh 
Festival, Thar 
Festival etc.) 

Media, 
Masses     

3.09 
National LSO 
conventions 

Event    1        1        1        1        1        1        6     

 Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media, 
Masses     

 Fazal & Noor  

Banners, 
Folders, Pens, 
Publications, 
Social Media, 
Website, Press 
Release  

3.1 
SUCCESS lesson 
learning workshops 

Event    1        2        2        2        2          9     

 Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media, 
Masses     

 Fazal & Noor  

Banners, 
Folders, Pens, 
Publications, 
Social Media, 
Website 

3.11 
Annual RSPs 
Strategy Retreat 

Event    1        1        1        1        1        1        6     

 RSPN Staff, 
Board 
Members, 
Media  

Fazal & Noor  

Banners, 
Folders, Pens, 
Publications, 
Social Media, 
Website, Press 
Release  

3.12 
Final dissemination 
workshops 

Event   -                  1        1     

 Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media, 
Masses     

Fazal & Noor  

Banners, 
Folders, Pens, 
Publications, 
Social Media, 
Website, Press 
Release  

4. Exposure and Learning Visits 

4.01 Exposure visit to Visit    1                  1      Partners, Fazal & Noor  Publications, 
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S.# Activity Unit Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 
All 

Years 
Audience Responsibilities  Visibility Tools 

India Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media, 

Social Media, 
Website, Press 
Release, Blogs  

4.02 
Exposure visit to 
Afghanistan 

Visit   -          1                1     

 Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media, 

Fazal & Noor  

Publications, 
Social Media, 
Website, Press 
Release, Blogs  

4.03 
Exposure visit to 
Tajikistan 

Visit   -            1              1     

 Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media, 

Fazal & Noor  

Publications, 
Social Media, 
Website, Press 
Release, Blogs  

4.04 

Implementing 
RSPs/RSPN staff, 
GoS staff and 
CRPs visit to other 
RSP Areas 

Visit    1        1        1        1            4     

 Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media, 

Fazal & Noor  

Publications, 
Social Media, 
Website, Press 
Release, Blogs  

4.05 
SUCCESS lesson 
learning visits 

Visit    1        2        2        2        2          9     

 Partners, 
Donor, 
Government, 
Development 
Practitioners, 
Academia, 
Media, 

 
 
 
Fazal & Noor  

Publications, 
Social Media, 
Website, Press 
Release, Blogs  
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7. Visibility Tools  
 

The following communication and visibility Tools will be used according the communication methods and 

activities. While using the tools the guidelines provided in the “Communication and Visibility Manual for 

European Union external Actions”. 

Banners, Posters: Banners and posters will be developed for major activities, training workshops, 

conferences and seminars, to raise awareness about the programme objectives and progress, while also 

creating visibility for the donor, implementers and the government of Sindh.  

Publication: In all the publication the logo of EU, SUCCESS and implementing partner will be used 

consistently as per the EU guidelines. The standard EU disclaimer, proper credit to the authors and 

acknowledgment to contributors will, year publication will be used.   

Workshops/Conferences and other events: Banners, back drops, posters, media walls, folders and 

other workshop materials will be developed keeping the visibility guidelines in mind. 

Webs sites and social media sites: The programme will have its dedicated website 

(www.success.org.pk). Links to websites of all implementing partners and the EU will be provided on the 

SUCCESS website. Updates are currently being shared on SUCCESS Programme’s Facebook page 

(www.fb.com/successprogramme).  

The Facebook page is co-managed by focal persons from all implementing partners and RSPN. SOPs 

are being set to ensure smooth coordination and quality control vis-à-vis the Facebook page. In the 

future, the RSPs will be encouraged to share udpates on their existing social media platforms from the 

SUCCESS page.  

Twitter account and Youtube channel will also be maintained to share digital communique with the 

audience.  

Digital Content: Photographs, videos, Infographs and other material will be produced, utilized, and 

disseminated through various social media channels in order to increase visibility of the programme 

activities and achievements. Adequate representation of all stakeholders will be ensured in all digital 

content produced.  

Photography (Still or motion): Photographs will be taken and used extensively to ensure evidence 

based communications. Standard principles of photography will followed; the photos will not have any 

date marks. Name of the photographer will be mentioned, and each photo will have an accurate caption 

depicting the context of the photograph. Consent, verbal or written (whichever is easier) will be taken 

before taking photographs of the community beneficiaries. The photographs will, hopefully, invoke 

feelings of compassion, elation and positively enhance the communities’ integrity, while also highlighting 

their genuine issues and achievements.  

8. Evaluation  
The communication activities and products will be evaluated based on the following indicators:  

- Quality of product/activity – The production quality of the communication materials and tools, 

including coherence with the programme style guidelines and EU branding requirements  

- Timeliness – Whether the product/activity was delivered on time or not.  

- Distribution – The quantity/frequency of merchandize/activities, and the placement of products 

on the intended spots/areas  

- Reach – The number of people reached by a certain communication campaign 

- Impact – The visible change in behaviour caused by the communication campaign 

http://www.success.org.pk/
http://www.fb.com/successprogramme
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The evaluation of the communication strategy will be part of the overall annual evaluation of the RSPN 

SUCCESS programme. Resources  

a. Human Resource  

Communication is responsibility of all the SUCCESS staff members. However the primary responsibility of 

the implementing the communication strategy will be of the Communication Officer dedicated to the 

SUCCESS programme. 

b. Financial resources   

The total budget available for the communication and advocacy activates is EUR 1.1 million which is 

around 24 % of the total budget of SUCCESS RSPN component. The year wise breakdown against key 

components is given in Table 2. 

TABLE 2: YEAR AND COMPONENT WISE BUDGET 

S.
# Main Components  Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Total 

1 Publications 17,567 15,954 17,550 19,305 21,236 29,163.29 120,777 

2 Media Outreach 8,558 16,846 18,531 20,384 22,423 2,901.82 89,646 

3 
Workshops and 
Conferences  107,196 110,481 

121,16
9 132,925 145,857 195,340.33 812,970 

4 
Exposure and 
Learning Visits 32,486 39,936 53,370 28,898 18,466 - 173,158 

 
Total 165,809 183,220 

210,62
1 201,514 207,983 227,405 1,196,553 
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Annex – I: Expected Results of SUCCESS and its Partners 
 

1. Expected Results of SUCCESS Programme    

1.1. The SUCCESS programme aims to achieve the following:  

1.1.1. Approximately 770,000 rural households in eight districts mobilised and capacitated through 

people’s own organisations (CO/VO/LSOs) of which at least 70 per cent will continue to 

function effectively at the end of the project. 

1.1.2. An average sustainable increase of poor household incomes by 30 per cent. 

1.1.3. Increased economic and social services and community benefits from upgraded community 

infrastructures and productive assets operated and maintained with community 

involvement. 

1.1.4. A dedicated Sindh Province policy and budget framework for community-driven local 

development implemented from 2018 onwards. 

 

1.2. SUCCESS PROGRAMME PARTNERS  

Following are the key partners of the programme 

RSPN: responsible for cross-cutting elements such as: quality control, harmonisation of procedures, 

coordination, generating evidence through research, communication and advocacy. The RSPN 

component is for 6 years and started on 1
st
 October 2015 with a total budget of EUR 5milliion (EUR 4 

million EU Share and EUR 1 million RSPN share). 

NRSP, SRSO and TRDP: Each of the RSPs are responsible for specific districts for programme 

implementation: 

• NRSP: Tando Muhammad Khan, Sujawal, Matiari and Tando Allahyar; 

• SRSO: Larkana and Kambar Shahdadkot; 

• TRDP: Dadu and Jamshoro. 

The RSPs component started is for 5 years and started on 1st February 2016 with a total budget of EUR 

72.63 million (EUR 69 million EU Share and EUR 3.63 million RSPs share)  

Government of Sindh: The role of government of Sindh is to develop a Local Development Policy with 

an emphasis on community driven development with corresponding budgetary allocation. In this regard 

EU will provide technical assistance to the government of Sindh through a private consulting company.   
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Annex – II: Media Landscape  
 

Karachi, the capital of Sindh, has the head offices of several major media groups, including DAWN, 

Express, Business Recorder and ARY. These media groups have various channels catering to various 

segments of the society.  

There’s significant presence of media in all of the programme districts. Each district has a press club, and 

reporters working for national and vernacular newspapers, magazines, TV channels and other media 

outlets are present throughout the province in large numbers. Vast majority of the journalists are men, 

with not more than 10% being female, especially at the district level.   

1. PRINT 

a. English  

Major national English dailies are read in the district headquarters, by the educated class. DAWN, The 

News and Express Tribune are popular. Some English dailies, like Regional Times, are also printed from 

Karachi.  

b. Urdu 

Almost all major Urdu newspapers printed in Hyderabad and Karachi are widely read in the programme 

districts. Major Urdu newspapers include Jang, Roznama Express, Nawa-e-Waqat, Nai Baat and 

Khabrain.  

c. Sindhi  

Sindhi is the most widely spoken language in rural areas of the Sindh province. Sindhi is widely read and 

understood, because the language is also taught at all public schools. Some of the famous Sindh 

language newspapers include Daily Sindh Express, Daily Kawish, Daily Awami Awaz and Daily Ibrat.  

2. TELEVISION  

In addition to the other national television channels, there are a number of Sindhi language news and 

current affairs channels, like Kash TV, Sindh TV. 

3. RADIO 

Radio Pakistan and several FM Channels are reaching millions of people across the province every day.  

4. INTERNET/SOCIAL MEDIA 

A very large number of websites in Sindhi, English and Urdu language have been created by individuals 

and groups to cater to the information needs of the populace. A list of the most important/prominent 

websites is given at the link present in the footnote
1
.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                 
1
 http://homepage.ntlworld.com/myjamro/sindh/sindhiwebs.htm  

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/myjamro/sindh/sindhiwebs.htm
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Annex – III: Key potential communication channels/communication Mix  
Channel  Reach  Key messages   Cost  Adaptability  Channels/

Outlets 

Television  The reach of television is 

quite high in the 

programme area. TV 

channels in Urdu and 

Sindhi language 

broadcast news bulletins, 

research reports and 

talks involving experts. 

Reporters from various 

channels can be taken to 

the field to facilitate them 

in documentation of the 

project activities and 

impact 

Generally can be 

used to disseminate 

messages about the 

importance, potentials 

and impact of the 

programme, through 

news reports, special 

features and through 

talk-shows  

Production and airing 

cost are relatively 

high, for paid content. 

However, the 

emphasis during this 

programme will be on 

using networks and 

building approaches 

for positive 

engagement and 

relationships, by 

providing maximum 

possible exposure to 

the project area.  

The content can be 

produced in Sindhi 

and Urdu language 

for the  

Sindh TV, Kash TV, 

PTV and all other 

mainstream 

national television 

channels  

Radio Radio channels, 

including FM, have a 

broad reach in rural 

areas.  

Local and Urdu 

language messages 

to raise awareness 

can be on-aired  

The cost of production 

is comparatively quite 

low  

Messages can be 

customized for the 

rural audience   

Radio Pakistan, FM 

Sachal, Hum FM 

106.2, FM 100, FM 

91 

Print (Newspapers, 

Magazines)  

Several newspapers and 

magazines, special 

supplements, are 

routinely being published 

in English, Urdu and 

Sindhi. Newspapers in 

each category have 

online and print 

presence, reaching to a 

vast portion of the 

population  

Advertisements, 

special features, 

opinion articles, press 

releases and photo 

releases can be used 

to effectively engage 

a broad range of 

people across the 

social spectrum  

The cost of 

advertisements varies, 

depending on the type 

of communique being 

produced and the level 

of engagement with 

the media personnel 

The content once 

produced is not 

adoptable, and the 

level of interaction 

is quite low.  

DAWN, The News, 

Express Tribune, 

Daily Express, 

Jang, Sindh 

Express, Ibrat, 

Awami Awaz, 

Kawish, Business 

Recorder  

Social Media  Social media is mostly 

popular among urban 

The programme will 

have a dedicated 

Social media, except 

for the website 

Social media gives 

a lot of control over 

SUCCESS 

Programme’s 
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Channel  Reach  Key messages   Cost  Adaptability  Channels/

Outlets 

and semi-urban youth 

who have access to the 

internet through DSL or 

cellular networks. 2G is 

available in almost all 

parts of the programme 

areas, while some are 

getting connected 

gradually to the 3G and 

4G technology. With the 

reduction in price of 

smartphones, more and 

more rural communities 

are expected to get 

connected to the internet 

during the course of the 

programme  

website, a Facebook 

page and a Facebook 

page. These can be 

used to disseminate 

audio-visual and 

other information  

maintenance, has 

minimal cost. The 

costs can increase if 

special services are 

needed for producing 

content, like 

documentaries or 

infographs, exclusively 

for the social media. 

Messaging through 

cellphones, to 

communicate key 

messages, will need 

budget allocation  

the content. The 

messages are 

adaptable, flexible, 

and can also be 

changed to ensure 

optimum impact 

and outreach 

Facebook page, 

RSPN 

Twitter/Facebook 

page, Partners’ 

social media pages  

Posters Reach depends on the 

number of posters 

produced and 

disseminated  

Good for sharing 

basic ideas through 

messages , in 

effective in case of 

complicated ideas 

Cost can be high 

depending on the 

quality, quantity and 

size of the poster  

Not adoptable once 

produced  

 

Leaflets/Brochures  Reach depends on the 

number of posters 

produced and 

disseminated  

Can effectively be 

used to reach out to 

people who can read. 

The literacy rate 

among the primary 

stakeholders is not 

very high. Leaflets 

can be used to reach 

out to influencers  

Cost can be high 

depending on the 

quality, quantity and 

size of the poster  

Not adoptable once 

produced  

 

Banners  Banners can attract Effective for giving Cost varies based on Not adoptable once  
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Channel  Reach  Key messages   Cost  Adaptability  Channels/

Outlets 

sizeable numbers of 

people, depending on 

the area of display, size 

and numbers printed   

brief information 

about major aspects 

of the programme, or 

a specific event 

size, quality and 

quantity  

produced  

Video Messages  Can reach a large 

number of people. Are 

effective because of the 

mix of audio and visual 

messaging, and more 

engaging in rural 

settings, where literacy 

rates are generally low.  

Very effective in 

explaining 

programme details, 

benefits and 

processes, especially 

in local language to 

the audience that 

can’t read 

Simple and short 

video messages, with 

minimal graphics, are 

easy to produce and 

don’t cost much. The 

cost will increase if the 

same is produced 

through a vendor 

Customizable to the 

needs of the 

masses; changes 

can be made based 

on feedback  

 

Documentaries  can reach broad range of 

audiences  

Can be used to 

elucidate, enhance, 

explain and magnify 

the programme 

activities, objectives 

to general or specific 

audience. Good 

medium for branding 

and image building.  

A broad range of 

messages can be 

embedded in the 

documentaries to 

reach a wide 

spectrum of 

stakeholders  

Cost is generally high, 

depending on the 

number of cameras 

used, level of graphics 

involved, as well as on 

the length of the video.  

Can be modified 

based on feedback, 

but it can mean 

more cost  

 

Newsletters Reach depends on the 

number of newsletters 

produced and 

disseminated  

Can effectively be 

used to reach out to 

partners, 

implementers, donor 

Cost can be high 

depending on the 

quality, quantity and 

size of the newsletter. 

Not adoptable once 

produced  
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Channel  Reach  Key messages   Cost  Adaptability  Channels/

Outlets 

and other 

stakeholders  

However, the cost be 

kept low, by designing 

the product smartly  

Annual Reports  Reach depends on the 

number of reports 

produced and 

disseminated  

Can effectively be 

used to reach out to 

partners, 

implementers, donor 

and other 

stakeholders  

Cost can be high 

depending on the 

quality, quantity and 

size of the report 

Electronic version of 

the reports will be 

made available online 

and disseminated 

widely.    

Not adoptable once 

produced  
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Annex – IV: Style Guideline:  
 

This section contains details about the logo of SUCCESS Programme along with instructions for its usage in different scenarios.  
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“This publication has been produced with the assistance 

of the European Union. The contents of this publication 

are the sole responsibility of Rural Support Programmes 

Network (RSPN) and can in no way be taken to reflect 

the views of the European Union.” 

 

More information about the European Union is available on:  

Web:  http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/pakistan/  

Twitter:  @EUPakistan 

Sindh Union Council and Community 

Economic Strengthening Support 

Programme 

 

House No. 16, Street 56, Sector F-6/4, 

Islamabad 

Ph: 92-51-2277881 

Web:  http://www.success.org.pk 

Twitter: @successprog 

  

 

SUCCESS Programme is based on the Rural Support 

Programmes’ (RSPs) social mobilisation approach to Community-

Driven Development (CDD). Social Mobilisation centers around 

the belief that poor people have an innate potential to help 

themselves; that they can better manage their limited resources if 

they organise and are provided technical and financial support. 

The RSPs under the SUCCESS Programme provide social 

guidance, as well as technical and financial assistance to the rural 

poor in Sindh. 

SUCCESS is a six-year long (2015-2021) programme funded by 

the European Union (EU) and implemented by Rural Support 

Programmes Network (RSPN), National Rural Support 

Programme (NRSP), Sindh Rural Support Organisation (SRSO), 

and Thardeep Rural Development Programme (TRDP) in eight 

districts of Sindh, namely: Kambar Shahdadkot, Larkana, Dadu, 

Jamshoro, Matiari, Sujawal, Tando Allahyar, and Tando 

Muhammad Khan. 

 

 

 

 

 


